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Caged system is basically a generalized theory and is usually not specific to minors. I included them in this area just to get an idea of how minors are connected to majors. If you wanted, you can also create a CAGED system using Seventh, Reduced, and Expanded, and so on. I would suggest mastering the CAGED
system in the major leagues and then learn how to change every C-Major, A Major, G Major, E Major and D Major chord to minors, 7th, Major 7th, 7th Division. C Shape A Shape G Shape E Shape D Shape C Shape A Shape G Shape E Shape D Shape This is not the usual shape on guitar, it turns its finger to get into
position and I rarely see it used in songs. So why are you doing it? The simple fact is that it exists! So don't ignore him. Try to use all common extensions, Minor, 7th, Major 7th, Minor 7th &amp; Suspended, all around caged systems. When you think about it there are 5 open chords that you first learn A, C, D, E &amp; G,
and then the most common minor chords are Am, Dm &amp; Em. If by now you do not know this form of bar chord, then it is advisable to know, or that the lack of knowledge about chords will put the brakes on your growth as a guitarist. This is another form of chord that you will rarely come across, simply due to the fact
that it is not easy to play. This open chord shape won't turn directly into a bar chord as you'll simply run out of fingers. With these heavier shapes, just select a portion of the chord and move it to the neck. For this example, we will use only the lower 4 wires. It's a common form and em open chord should have been one
of the first you would learn. The most common way for anyone to learn new chords is to learn new songs. I found that there are more initial songs that contain Am &amp; Em, not Dm. This form is not as familiar to most beginners and intermediate players as the other two common smaller forms, A&amp;E. Welcome to
this lesson. We will take what we learned in the lesson about caged chord sequence and apply it to smaller chords instead of majors. CAGED sequence can be applied to smaller chords just as you applied it to major chords. If you don't know the smaller chord shapes presented in this lesson that's fine, we've delivered
diagrams to you. Once you've learned the smaller chord shapes we'll put them in the CAGED sequence to give you a better understanding of how the fretboard guitar is set up. We'll be in the E Minor key for this lesson so all the chords in the CAGED sequence will be E minor chords. The five smaller chord shapes we
will use are fundamental shapes for much smaller chords. Start at the E caged sequences by playing a regular open E minor chord. Another chord in the CAGED sequence is D to make an E minor chord using D smaller chord shape. Put your first finger on the 2nd. C is the next chord in a row. Make an E-smaller triad by
placing the third finger on the seventh fret 5. Play those three notes. Create an E minor chord using the A shape of the smaller bar chord for the fourth chord in the sequence. The odds are you probably already know this shape. If you're not doing this, just look at the chord diagram. The last chord in the CAGED
sequence is G so it allows you to make an E minor chord based on the G smaller shape. Place your 4th finger on the 12th fret 6th string, 2nd finger on the 10th fret of the fifth string and make the bar over the 9th fret 3rd and 4th strings. Play those four notes. Round off the sequence by returning to E shape and playing an
E minor bar chord with a slat on the 12th fret and 3rd finger on the 14th fret of the 5th string and 4th finger on the 14th fret 4. Start over at the first E minor chord you played and try to visualize the next shape in the sequence before you take that open E minor chord to move to D minor chord. Try to do this up to the string.
It is very important that you visualize where the next chord shape is before attempting to move to the next chord. It is also very important that you try to visualize and be aware of where all the root notes of the chords are. In this case, these notes will be all E notes. We included a diagram of a fretboard with all E minor
chords in the CAGED sequence. All E notes are in black so you can easily see where all the root notes are for chords. Try going through the CAGED sequence for every smaller key you can think of. You don't have to wear out on these things, but try to make it part of your regular exercise to some extent. Have fun and
play more guitar! SHARP KEYS If you have progressed to this point in my chord course sequentially, you are well aware of my concept of chord reference charts. I believe that someone should constantly update and rewrite chord files in their mental computer. It is impossible to know too much, understand too much or
play too many unusual or little-known forms of chords. Knowledge of the guitar depends on a huge knowledge of chord shapes. The diagrams below have five smaller chords associated with the CAGED system represented in each of the 12 music keys. I'm not suggesting that you immediately remember all the chord
forms in this lesson, I'm just saying that these pages need to be added to your reference materials, your personal guitarist library so you can return to them frequently, with each successive visit getting a little more understanding and a little more mastery of this five-position CAGED system. Finally, if the exercises you do
as part of your personal exercise regimen are harder and more mentally demanding than the actual songs they will play in your life as a musician, you will experience a sense of freedom when you actually play. This sense of freedom means that you do not think and fight: tied to your system of knowledge. This sense of
freedom means that you listen and communicate with other musicians, doing your best to create beautiful music, stay in the moment, not just survive. 5 CAGED positions E Minor Chord Once you are comfortable with the key minors quickly focus your thoughts on key E minors and start playing five related chords in the
CADEG system smoothly, sending in lowering up and down the neck. These chord reference charts are here for you to visualize each key and methodically remember the positions in those keys. This type of exercise allows you to play effortlessly all over the guitar neck and not be trapped in one or two positions. Chord
Soloing The premise of this course is not only learning how to play and mname chords, but also how to use them in your life as a musician. One of the most interesting applications of great Chord vocabulary is the creation of your own solo guitar compositions. This study is an arrangement of a classic British folk ballad
called Scarborough Fair. Although the song dates back at least to the Renaissance period, the version became popular for the cult duo Simon and Garfunkel in the 1960s. It's a beautiful haunting melody, dealing with the theme of lost love. Our version is done in a style called chord soloing, which means that each
melodic note is aligned with the corresponding chord of the moment, with that melodic note being the highest note said chord. This technique causes the melody to be very audible and jump out at the listener as a series of harmonies. I like to think of it as a harmonized melody. Chord solos are most often thought of in the
context of playing jazz guitar, and the term chord soloing itself is rarely used, if ever used when discussing any instrument other than guitar. First, just listen to the arrangement and notice the sound and overall musical effect. Take note in particular of the ideas we have discussed so far in a course such as cutting chords
(e.g. D/A) and interesting chords in a smaller family such as E min 9. Click on the PDF image just below the arrangement for a very detailed and printer friendly study arrangement. Scarborough Fair Chord Solo Click the printer/pdf icon on the left for a copy of scarborough fair chord solo and analysis that includes chord
frames, guitar card and performance notes. 5 CAGED positions B Minor chords Finally, the chord reference charts for the remaining keys appear below. Print and save these studies in a large binder and refer them frequently. With regular practice, attention to detail and visualization of five positions will become second
nature to you. you, you.
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